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Demo! 

https://youtu.be/Bh8WZsU4YC8 
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Sensors >4 m 

•  Kinect for Xbox 360 
•  Xtion PRO LIVE 
•  USB2 
•  ~0.4 m to ~3.5 m 

•  Kinect for Xbox One 
•  USB3 
•  High CPU usage 
•  ~0.4 m to ~12 m 

•  BumbleBee2 
•  FireWire 
•  High price 
•  ~0.4 m to ~12 m 
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Visual Odometry 

•  FAST 
•  GFTT 
•  BRISK 
•  ORB 
•  BRIEF 
•  SIFT 
•  SURF 
See OpenCV for 
more… 

2D Features: 



Visual Odometry 



Visual odometry: 
Correspondences between frames 

A-Features matching 
on a local map of 3D 

features 

B-Optical flow between 
consecutive frames 

Video local map 

https://youtu.be/R9Hu7pUpvfo 

https://youtu.be/Bh8WZsU4YC8 

Mathieu Labbé

Mathieu Labbé
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xIGKaE_rZ_Q



Visual odometry: 
Transformation estimation T (x,y,z, roll, pitch,yaw) 
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Local loop closure detection 
•  Dependent on the estimated position (odometry). 6 CHAPITRE 2. APPROCHES DE DÉTECTION DE FERMETURE DE BOUCLE

Figure 2.2 Détection d’endroits par la position estimée du robot [42].

particules qui représentent le mieux l’environnement (celles qui survivent). Les systèmes
développés sur ce type de filtre sont très performants. Un des systèmes les plus connus est
FastSLAM [64].

Figure 2.3 Chemins estimés par di�érentes particules [93].

Le problème principal avec cette technique, c’est que plus l’environnement à cartographier
est grand, plus de particules sont nécessaires. Dans [43], pour réduire substantiellement
le nombre de particules, ils calculent l’odométrie à partir des lectures du laser. En ayant
une odométrie plus fiable, il est normal que moins de particules soient nécessaires pour

K.L. Ho, P. Newman / Robotics and Autonomous Systems 54 (2006) 740–749 741

Fig. 1. (a) Shows a snapshot of our SLAM algorithm just before loop closing takes place. The vehicle poses stored in the state vector are shown as red triangles.
The performance of the SLAM algorithm is just as would be expected. Global uncertainty (gray ellipses) increases as the length of the excursion from the start
location increases. A poor scan match at the bottom right introduced a small angular error which leads to a gross error in pose estimate when in reality the vehicle
has returned to near its starting locations (top right). The inset images are the two camera views used in the loop-closing process. The left hand image is the query
image and the right hand one the retrieved, matching image. The poses that correspond closest in time to the two images are indicated with arrows. (b) Shows the
final map after applying the loop closing constraint. As expected the marginal covariances on each vehicle pose decrease and a crisp map results — as would be the
case for any choice of SLAM algorithm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

environment. When comparing a newly captured signature
against a database of signatures, loop closure will be prompted
if a match is found. By relying on vehicle pose estimates,
relative or global map feature estimates, current approaches
are susceptible to unbounded accumulation of perception and
liberalization errors. Errors in our approach, on the other
hand, are bounded to errors from relative comparison of each
individual local scene.

The focus of this paper is to combine visual and spatial
appearances of a local scene into a distinctive signature that
can be used to prompt loop closure. Our motivation is two-
fold. Firstly multi-modal sensing naturally leads to richer and
more discriminative descriptions. Our second motivation is to
address shortcomings in our solely visual-appearance system.
The underlying assumption of our approach is if two local
scenes have similar signatures, they are likely to correspond
to the same location. This assumption is not always valid.
We found that many urban environments possessed repetitious
visual features which produced false positives. A query image,
taken from a current location, would be matched to the contents
of one or more previous images stored in a large database.
This would eventually lead to the erroneous declaration of loop-
closure events in (to a human) ludicrous situations.

For example, fire escape notices, multi-paned windows and
occasional wall patterns were repetitious visual events in our
test environments. However they did not occur in similar spatial
settings. An example is shown in Fig. 2. This paper shows that
by describing the local spatial appearance of the image capture
locale, false visual matches can be successfully discriminated
against. The operation at the heart of the spatial discrimination
component is the comparison of two 2D laser images (not
necessarily a single scan and more likely to be a scan-patch
in the terminology of [9]) of the locales of two camera images.
One picture-laser pair will be a query-pair — encapsulating the
spatial and visual appearance of the robot’s current location.

This pair will typically be compared to one of many possible
candidate pairs in a database — a set of picture-laser pairs built
over the vehicle’s past trajectory.

2. Derivation of visual signature

We begin by describing how to derive a visual signature
of a local scene. Periodically, an image of the surrounding
environment will be captured. This image is unique to the
specific pose of the robot with respect to the environment.
The goal is to reduce this image into a set of descriptors.
Every image set of descriptors is compared against each
other to determine similarity between local scenes. Many
authors have successfully used visual landmarks in SLAM, for
example [20,4]. In this paper we also use a camera to extract
visual landmarks. However we do not use them as geometric
features within the SLAM algorithm. Instead, we focus on the
photometric information contained with the descriptors and the
wide-baseline stability of the descriptors for the purpose of
scene comparison

2.1. Detection of image features

Previously in [19], a system was developed that was able
to close loops with visually salient features. Fig. 1 shows a
typical result in which two, automatically detected visually
salient images were used to close a loop. Two detection
algorithms were employed in that work, namely the scale
saliency algorithm [8] and the “maximally stable extremal
regions” (MSER) algorithm [14]. The scale saliency algorithm
measures saliency of regions within images as a function
of local image complexity weighted by a measure of self-
similarity across scale space. The MSER algorithm finds
“maximally stable extremal regions” which offers significant
invariance under affine transformations. The reason for the

[Gutmann and Konolige, 1999] [Ho and Newman, 2006] 



•  Independent of the position estimation (odometry). Cummins and Newman / FAB-MAP: Probabilistic Localization and Mapping in the Space of Appearance 657

Fig. 6. Appearance-based matching results for the City Center data set overlaid on an aerial photograph. The robot travels twice
around a loop with total path length of 2 km, collecting 2,474 images. Positions (from hand-corrected GPS) at which the robot
collected an image are marked with a yellow dot. Two images that were assigned a probability p ! 0!99 of having come from
the same location (on the basis of appearance alone) are marked in red and joined with a line. There are no incorrect matches that
meet this probability threshold. This result is best viewed as a video (Extension 2).

pedestrians. Additionally, it was collected on a windy day with
bright sunshine, which makes the abundant foliage and shadow
features unstable.

Figures 6 and 7 show navigation results overlaid on an aer-
ial photo. These results were generated using the Chow Liu
and Monte Carlo approximations, which we found to give the
best performance. The system correctly identifies a large pro-
portion of possible loop closures with high confidence. There
are no false positives that meet the probability threshold. See
also Extensions 1 and 2 for videos of these results.

Precision recall curves are shown in Figure 8. The curves
were generated by varying the probability at which a loop clo-
sure was accepted. Ground truth was labeled by hand. We are
primarily interested in the recall rate at 100% precision—if
the system were to be used to complement a metric SLAM al-
gorithm, an incorrect loop closure could cause unrecoverable
mapping failure. At 100% precision, the system achieves 48%
recall on the New College data set, and 37% on the more chal-
lenging City Center data set. “Recall” here is the proportion of
possible image-to-image matches that exceed the probability

 © 2008 SAGE Publications. All rights reserved. Not for commercial use or unauthorized distribution.
 at Oxford University Libraries on June 5, 2008 http://ijr.sagepub.comDownloaded from 

[Cummins and Newman, 2008] 

A loop closure… 

Global Loop Closure Detection: Bag-of-words 

https://youtu.be/SQiFs1z7qSY 

Mathieu Labbé
Text
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Graph Optimization 
e.g., TORO, g2o, GTSAM 
Labbé and Michaud 11
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(a) Local maps without (left) and with (right) graph optimization
for Map 1, Map 2 and Map 3.
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(b) Results for Map 4 (top) and Map 5 (bottom), with the map from all
nodes still in WM (those over light gray areas) with the global map (shown
by the blue line) not optimized (left), the optimized local map (center) and
the optimized global map (right).

Figure 9. Results of using SPLAM-MM for Map 1 to Map 5 taken individually. Loop closure links and proximity links are shown in
red and yellow, respectively.
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Map 4: 858 nodes
Map 5: 640 nodes

(b) Map 4 and Map 5

Figure 10. Processing time in relation to the number of nodes processed over time for each data set. T = 0.7 sec is shown by
the horizontal line.

trial. The robot automatically started a new map when the
odometry was reset to zero before each session, but the WM
was preserved between the sessions. Figure 11a presents the
global map without optimization. Nodes in light gray areas
are those in WM. The maps lie over each other because they
are all starting from the same referential. Loop closure links
and proximity links added on the same map (intra-session)

and those added between the maps (inter-session) are shown
in magenta and green, respectively. To distinguish more
easily when these links were created over time, Figure 11b
illustrates the same map with only the y-values of the poses
in relation to node indexes. Note that all graphs (shown by
the blue lines) for each session started at y = 0 and they
were not connected together by neighbor links. Optimizing

Prepared using sagej.cls
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(b) Results for Map 4 (top) and Map 5 (bottom), with the map from all
nodes still in WM (those over light gray areas) with the global map (shown
by the blue line) not optimized (left), the optimized local map (center) and
the optimized global map (right).
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(b) Results for Map 4 (top) and Map 5 (bottom), with the map from all
nodes still in WM (those over light gray areas) with the global map (shown
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trial. The robot automatically started a new map when the
odometry was reset to zero before each session, but the WM
was preserved between the sessions. Figure 11a presents the
global map without optimization. Nodes in light gray areas
are those in WM. The maps lie over each other because they
are all starting from the same referential. Loop closure links
and proximity links added on the same map (intra-session)

and those added between the maps (inter-session) are shown
in magenta and green, respectively. To distinguish more
easily when these links were created over time, Figure 11b
illustrates the same map with only the y-values of the poses
in relation to node indexes. Note that all graphs (shown by
the blue lines) for each session started at y = 0 and they
were not connected together by neighbor links. Optimizing
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Global map: 

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 

Multi-session 



Multi-session 



Graph Optimization 
Robust optimization with Vertigo 

https://youtu.be/A8v70DZxLF8 
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Map Generation 

3D (point cloud) 3D (octomap) 



Map Generation 

2D (projection) 2D (laser scans) 
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https://youtu.be/XrnyhaxPCro 





ROS.org: Robot Operating System 
Package: rtabmap_ros!

Stereo-only 

Wheel odometry + Kinect 

Wheel odometry + 2D Laser 
rangefinder + Xtion Live Pro 



ROS.org: Robot Operating System 
Package: rtabmap_ros!

Stereo-only 

Wheel odometry + Kinect 

Wheel odometry + 2D Laser 
rangefinder + Xtion Live Pro 

https://youtu.be/o1GSQanY-Do 

https://youtu.be/_qiLAWp7AqQ 

https://youtu.be/qpTS7kg9J3A 



Other stuff… 
 

Questions? 

•  Export *.PLY *.OBJ / Refine links with ICP / High resolution point cloud / Meshing / Texturing 
•  Downloads / tutorials / videos: Google « rtabmap » 


